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1) This is my Q thread for October 28, 2018. 

 

Q posts can be found here: qntmpkts.keybase.pub 

 

My theme: The Picture will be the Signi�er.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DqoIwvbUUAAjoSM.jpg

2) Q has not posted since October 9th. This thread will provide new information on old posts.

3) On June 20, at a rally in Duluth Minnesota, the President pointed out a Q patriot who uses the Twitter

handle . 

 

This is what a TV camera captured.

@Q_ANONBaby
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4) Here's POTUS pointing to  as seen from a mobile phone.@Q_ANONBaby
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5) At the Duluth rally, Q said the President decided to change the tactics regarding the Q operation.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DqoObhrU0AAwwwA.jpg

6) Because of increased attacks, the President made the decision to provide more direct confirmations of

Q.
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7) On October 5th,  had another chance to connect with the President. This time he had

his photo taken with POTUS and he had a chance to ask him about Q. 

@Q_ANONBaby

VIPAnon
@Q_ANONBaby

Ok Q family.  I met @realDonaldTrump asked him the 
question,.....  
See attached pic from 8chan.#QAnon  #MAGA  #WWG1WGA 
#BestPresidentEver #REDOCTOBER

8,792 5:18 AM - Oct 5, 2018

5,604 people are talking about this
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8) The president's answer to the question about Q: 

"I don't know, maybe... I do know they are great people."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DqoLWO-U4AAEPnJ.jpg

9) Q posted a link to 's tweet and responded, indicating that it wasn't his question to

POTUS that would lead to the public 

acknowledgment of Q.  

 

It would be the picture that was taken.

@Q_ANONBaby
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10) The picture that was taken of POTUS and  would be mailed to him.  

 

The picture finally arrived. After debating whether or not to post it publicly, he decided to post it today on

the 1 year anniversary of Q's first post.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DqoNSIpU4AAETGe.jpg

@Q_ANONBaby

11) Here's his post.  

On the left is the photo of  and POTUS 

On the right are images of the envelope 

The middle picture is the back of the photo with the President's signature:

@Q_ANONBaby
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12) To me the signature looks like: (((+))) 

 

On October 5th, Q wrote: The Q will be answered (((WWG1WGA))). 

 

Note both have three sets of parenthesis.
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13) People have often wondered what the signature Q+ means.  

 

I believe we now have evidence that a message with the Q+ signature indicates the post is from President

 himself.@realDonaldTrump

14) This is one such post from February. 

6/14/46 is the President's birthday.
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15) Here is another post with the signature Q+
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16) And another.  

 

Loud and Clear?
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17) From Q+ to you.
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18) What is Q+ working on concerning Iran?
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19) They never thought she would lose.
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20)
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21)
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22) Patriots and Q+ are in control.
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